
2021 Email Excellence Awards
Descriptions & Questions

Best B2B Email
B2B buying cycles can be complex—and email plays a critical role
nurturing leads so they can be passed over to sales. Great B2B emails
grab and keep a prospect’s attention in a busy inbox. Sent an outstanding
B2B email campaign in 2021? Tell us about it.

● Title
● Scope link
● Tell us about your email. What makes it award-worthy?
● What were the results of this email campaign?

Best B2C Email
Consumer buying habits shift regularly—meaning email marketers need to
not only keep up on changes to email clients and design trends, but also
what’s happening in the market. If you created an amazing B2C email
marketing campaign in 2021, we want to hear about it and share it with the
world.

● Title
● Scope link
● Tell us about your email. What makes it award-worthy?
● What were the results of this email campaign?

Best Agency Email Campaign
Agencies, we know you produced some great email campaigns in
2021—and we want to celebrate your creativity. Share with us your most
creative and innovative campaigns for a chance to win tickets to Litmus
Live 2022, plus a spotlight to our audience.

● Title
● Scope link
● Tell us about your email. What makes it award-worthy?
● What were the results of this email campaign?



Best Email Design
Designing emails takes incredible talent. With the thousands of ways an
email can render to a recipient, accessibility requirements, and changing
trends, an email designer is always tapping into a vast skill set to help
achieve success in the inbox. Our Best Design Award lets you show off
your skills and highlight what you’ve created to help transform email
campaigns for your company or clients.

● Title
● Scope link
● How did your team decide what visual elements to include in this

email? What made it more successful than what you've used in past
sends?

● Was your email created with reusable code modules or custom
components?

● Which platforms did you use to design and build your email?

Best Use of Personalization in Email
There’s not a lot all marketers agree on—but 99% agree that
personalization helps advance customer relationships (Evergage). The
Best Personalization Award goes to the campaign that shows great
understanding of the customer and great execution of personalized
content.

● Title
● Scope link
● Tell us about your campaign. What did you personalize and why?

Best Email First Multi-Channel Campaign
The best marketers realize their customers and prospects are looking for
content in lots of places, but also know that email remains the highest ROI
generator. The Email First Multi-Channel Campaign Award will be given to
the company who best demonstrates omnichannel success with strategy
led and innovated in the inbox, but provides relevant content through all
channel selections in the campaign.

● Title



● Scope link
● In this multi-channel campaign, how important was email in your

overall strategy?
● What other channels were included in this campaign?
● How did you take what you learned from email and apply it to your

broader multi-channel strategy?
● Share the campaign assets (link to Scope of email, social posts,

landing pages, etc.)
● What were the results of your campaign? How did focusing on email

first improve the outcome?

Have your entry ready
Submit it here.

https://salted.wufoo.com/forms/zqtmga20fmjqw6/

